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Annotation 

This bachelor thesis explores the character of one of the central protagonists of Star Wars saga, 

Anakin Skywalker. The main emphasis is put on highlighting Anakin’s similarities with the 

Byronic hero and its predecessors from the 18th century and romantic era, from which this 

archetype is derived. All of these heroic archetypes bear unique characteristics that will be 

described with the help of Peter L. Thorslev’s book Byronic Hero: Types and Prototypes (1962) 

in order to tell which of these have been adopted by Anakin. He is a complex character and 

goes through a striking development throughout the series, from his childhood to the point when 

he becomes the notorious Darth Vader and then, at the end of his life, rediscovers the light side 

within him. Having said that, the aim of the thesis is to provide evidence for Anakin’s 

comparison with the Byronic hero, further define important turning points in his life, assign a 

specific Romantic archetype to each stage of his life’s progress and justify each choice by 

analysing Anakin Skywalker’s character development throughout the saga. All Star Wars films 

considered to be the official canon will be used as the main source for all the details related to 

Anakin and the Star-Wars universe. 

Keywords 
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Anotace 

Tato bakalářská práce zkoumá jednu ze stěžejních postav filmové ságy Hvězdné Války, Anakina 

Skywalkera. Hlavní důraz je kladen na podobnosti Anakinovy osobnosti s rysy byronského 

hrdiny a jeho předchůdců z 18. století a období romantismu, ze kterých se tento komplikovaný 

archetyp zrodil. Všechny tyto archetypy mají unikátní vlastnosti, které budou popsány s pomocí 

díla Byronic Hero: Types and Prototypes od Petra L. Thorsleva, aby bylo poté možné posoudit, 

které z jejich vlastností Anakin zdědil. Postava Anakina je velice komplexní a prochází velkým 

vývojem během celé série, od jeho dětství, přes změnu v proslulého Dartha Vadera, až po konec 

jeho života, kdy v sobě na poslední chvíli objeví ztracenou světlou stranu. Cílem této práce je 

tedy předložit důkazy, proč může být Anakin považován za byronského hrdinu, definovat 

zvraty v jeho životě, přiřadit jednotlivé archetypy k různým stádiím jeho života a zdůvodnit 

každou volbu skrze analýzu vývoje postavy Anakina Skywalkera během celé ságy. Všechny 

filmy ze série Hvězdné války, které jsou považovány za oficiální kánon, budou použity jako 

hlavní zdroj pro většinu detailů týkajících se Anakina a světa kolem něj. 

Klíčová slova 

Hvězdné Války, Byronský hrdina, Anakin Skywalker, Archetypy, Peter L. Throslev, 

romantismus 
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1 Introduction 

The popular Star Wars saga, which revolves around the Skywalker family, is often considered 

to be just another soap opera, or as people sometimes call it “space opera” (Brode and 

Deyneka 6), with hackneyed themes of good and evil, forbidden love, enormous battles and an 

ending where the villains are, as usual, successfully defeated. And I cannot deny that the 

statement above is partly true, for even my younger self, who was introduced to the Star Wars 

universe in early childhood, was enthralled by the lightsabers, blasters and the central villain, 

Darth Vader. Since then, I have revisited the saga multiple times and read a fair amount of 

background information regarding its creation, but it was not before I delved deeper into the 

courses of English literature at my university that I started to see two parallels between Star 

Wars and some elements of English literary tradition. The first one is the prominent concept of 

“Hero’s journey” by Joseph Campbell, which was applied1 in the original trilogy and which has 

already been subjected to a thorough analysis by Christopher Vogler in his study Joseph 

Campbell Goes to the Movies: The Influence of the Hero’s Journey in Film Narrative (2017). 

The second one, the one on which the premise of this thesis is based, is that Anakin Skywalker, 

the central character of the saga, bears a striking resemblance to a prototypical protagonist often 

associated with the eighteenth century, the Byronic hero. 

In order to confirm or refute this hypothesis I turned to Peter L. Thorslev`s monograph Byronic 

Hero: Types and Prototypes (1962). Since it has been more than fifty years since Thorslev 

published his work, I decided to add a more contemporary take on the topic, which I found in 

the work of Atara Stein. A professor of English literature specializing in Romanticism, Stein 

presented her notions on the topic in her The Byronic Hero in Film, Fiction, and Television 

                                                 
1 George Lucas used Campbell’s works “as a direct reference in his creation of Star Wars” and considered him to 

be his mentor (Seastrom “Mythic Discovery within the Inner Reaches of Outer space: Joseph Campbell Meets 

George Lucas – Part I”) 
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(2009). Unlike Thorslev, who considered Romanticism to be “our last great age of heroes” (16), 

stressing that Byronic Hero and other distinct heroic archetypes, such as Cain, Faust or 

Prometheus, disappeared from the literature with the inception of the Victorian era (192), she 

proclaims that the Byronic hero, or at least some of its aspects, may be detected in the character 

of most contemporary heroes. She even suggests that the Byronic hero is “pervasive” in modern 

works (1). Although that may seem to contradict Thorslev`s claims, it in fact partly echoes it 

since he highlights the lack or the complete absence of newly introduced, distinctly recognisable 

heroic archetypes (17). But still, according to him, the already established, often Romantic, 

character types had been abandoned by the end of the 19th century (192-193).  

In order to accurately compare the Byronic hero and Anakin Skywalker, I will introduce, with 

the help of Thorslev’s monograph, four archetypes which were important for the development 

of Byron’s archetype and which, as I believe, are also discernible in the character of Anakin 

Skywalker, more precisely, in individual stages of his life: the Child of Nature, a romantic 

archetype that combined the paramount themes of early Romanticism, the Man of Feeling that 

reflected the Romantic sentimentality, Cain, the main protagonist of the biblical story of Cain 

and Abel, whose story was revived and romanticized, and lastly the Gothic Villain, whose 

characteristics were adopted by a vast majority of present-day antagonists. By the introduction 

of these archetypes, I will be able to distinguish whether the character of Anakin Skywalker 

seems to undergo the same character development and is therefore shaped by the same 

influences as the archetypal Byronic hero. After the analysis of these four archetypes, I will 

present the archetype of the Byronic hero itself. 

To supplement Thorslev’s descriptions, the thesis will employ several works by other authors, 

such as Deborah Lutz or Linda M. Austin, who examined the archetypes from a slightly 

different perspective and literary works, which, according to Thorslev, feature characters who 

are akin to the individual archetypes. The scope of the study of Anakin Skywalker will be 
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limited to the films, as I am not entirely acquainted with all the literature considered to be the 

official canon and I believe that the use of any other sources would not be pertinent to this 

thesis, for the main, and original, focus on Anakin Skywalker was in the first two film trilogies; 

The original trilogy, in which Anakin plays the role of the main antagonist and the prequel 

trilogy which depicts Anakin’s story prior to his transformation into Darth Vader. 

The Star Wars universe may not at first seem worthy of a rigorous study due to its pop-culture 

nature. However, it has already served as an inspiration for many scholarly works. As an 

example, I would use the previously mentioned concept of “Heroic journey” by Joseph 

Campbell, which was compared to the story of the original hero, Luke Skywalker, by 

Christopher Vogler in 2017, or the work Uncommon Word Order of Yoda in Star Wars Movie 

Series: A Syntactic Analysis (2019) by Yuliana and Barli Bram, which proves that Star Wars 

could also be explored from a linguistic perspective. Another indicator of the saga’s 

significance is its irrefutable worldwide success. Lucasfilm has already provided fans with 

eleven films, whose box office has broken the threshold of 10 billion dollars (Coggan 

and Aquilina, Entertainment Weekly) and with the introduction of new films and series every 

year, we can only expect that the revenue, and the number of fans, will increase. One of the 

newest shows, The Mandalorian (2019), set in the Star Wars universe also demonstrates 

franchise’s undying popularity, as it ranked, according to Nielsen company, which specializes 

in audience measurements, among the most watched TV shows of 2020. Although it is difficult 

to estimate the current size of the Star Wars saga’s audience, according to a 2017 research done 

by Julia Stoll, nearly every second adult in the United States has seen at least one episode. 

The main aim of this thesis will then be to determine if the concept of a Byronic hero may be 

applied on the character of Anakin Skywalker and therefore if the whole saga seems to revolve 

around the Byronic archetype. As this thesis will focus not only on similarities, but also on 

discrepancies between Anakin and the Byronic hero, it will also try to identify some distinctive 
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features of Anakin Skywalker which would uncover his potential to represent a completely new 

archetype, which could be, as the archetype of the Byronic hero was, taken up by some authors 

in future. The secondary aim, apart from the in-depth analysis of the character development of 

Anakin Skywalker, is to show that behind all the special effects and action, which are often 

regarded as the only qualities that Star Wars relies on, the franchise employs classical literary 

and cultural concepts, something one might find surprising within the context of a mainstream 

pop-culture saga. 
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2 Theoretical Part 

This thesis deals with Byron’s heroic tradition and therefore it presents a need for a related 

study. The concept of Byronic hero has undergone a number of analyses, most of which explore 

its parallels with Byron’s personal life and with several literary characters of the nineteenth 

century. But one of the most comprehensive and complex examinations dealing with the origin 

and development of this phenomenon was done by Peter L. Thorslev in his monograph Byronic 

Hero: Types and Prototypes (1962). He traces the origin of the concept back to pre-romanticism 

and describes all heroic archetypes which contributed to the creation of the hero of Byron’s 

poetry. The work is divided into three equal parts. The first one concerns the pre-romantic age 

and its heroic archetypes, the second part focuses on romantic archetypes and in the last section, 

Thorslev finally explores the Byronic hero and several of his incarnations. In his work, Thorslev 

characterizes over ten major archetypes, nevertheless, for the needs of this thesis, only four of 

those, which are relevant to the character of Anakin Skywalker, were selected, i.e. “The Child 

of Nature”, “Man of Feeling”, the “Gothic Villain” and “Cain”. 

2.1 The Child of Nature 

The first archetype to be delved into is the Child of Nature. It is an archetype chiefly built upon 

two elements, nature and childhood, which were glorified by romanticists, and mostly William 

Wordsworth, as the last pure aspects of the world (Topolovská). Nature, as Doctor Topolovská 

described further during a literature lecture, was seen as a moral teacher, a counterpart to the 

quickly developing and spoilt society, and children were glorified as “the real repositories of 

virtue and wisdom”. Therefore, with these qualities combined, the Child of Nature was given 

the role of displaying the distressing deterioration of the human society, for it is the ideal 

virtuous prototype which other people can be compared to.  
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To fully understand this archetype, it is necessary first to look back to the neo-classical period 

where the idea of the so-called “natural man” originated (Thorslev 29). It was a concept of a 

primitive man based on the savages who were first described by voyagers who returned from 

the long overseas journeys. The “Noble Savage”, as Thorslev points out, saw his debut during 

the age of explorations, as the newly discovered exotic places provided the contemporary 

authors with a glamorous image of natural life and indigenous tribes (28). These images served 

as an inspiration for portrayals of freedom, free-thinking and innocent natural life (Cro 137), 

nevertheless, the idea of the “Noble Savage” was rather an intellectual concept created by Jean 

Jacque Rousseau and other authors of the Enlightenment era (Encyclopedia Britannica), which 

did not correspond with the reality and was used to enthral the audience “which demanded these 

idyllic visions of primeval innocence” (Thorslev 28).  

The “Noble Savage”, as Bhattacharya describes this early concept, was a primitive being 

without the flaws of civilized humans, institutions and an organized life to alleviate the danger 

of his wild environment (103-104). This creature is further portrayed as someone who values 

nature and skilfully uses its resources only for the sake of his own sustainability, not to 

accumulate its wealth and exploit it for profit (Bhattacharya 104). Moreover, the “Noble 

Savage” is usually an unspecified member of an unspoilt society who observes the new world 

and compares it with the one he was raised in (Thorslev 29). “Noble Savage’s” main function 

in the works of the eighteenth-century authors was to compare and contrast him with modern, 

corrupt men and thus to highlight the corruption of the whole society (Thorslev 28). There are 

however at least two flaws that the “Noble Savage” possesses and that were made up for by the 

“Child of Nature”; his stern comments on the decline of the society are often excessively long-

winded and analytical, and he lacks distinctive personality with room for development 

(Thorslev 29). 
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The Child of Nature emerged several years later with the literary transition into the age of 

Romanticism. Linda M. Austin describes in her article Children of Childhood: Nostalgia and 

the Romantic Legacy that this literary archetype was a product of Romanticism, which was 

preoccupied with yearning for a return to childhood, to the times of bliss and childish ignorance 

(75). Similarly to the older “Noble Savage”, the Child of Nature is also originally an inhabitant 

of a faraway land and possesses the same unspoilt nature, however, this is where the affinity 

ends. Firstly, the Child of Nature is apparently younger and his looks are distinct from his 

antecedent. His childhood is set very loosely and according to Austin, it could describe “any 

period from infancy through young adulthood”, but still, in the context of every work, the Child 

of Nature’s young age is the archetype’s prominent trait (77). In comparison with the 

“colorless” character of the “Noble Savage”, whose age often remains unknown, for this fact is 

generally irrelevant, the Child of Nature’s youth plays a significant role, as it provides the child 

with space to grow, thus giving him a great potential to be romanticized in the process of 

maturing (Thorslev 29-30). Secondly, the naivety of a child is added to the innocence of a 

savage, making him even more sympathetic to readers. This heroic archetype is also described 

as a good-looking, strong and resilient individual shaped by unforgiving nature. He had little or 

even no help from his parents, whose existence is commonly shrouded in mystery (Thorslev 

29-30) and had to earn his meals, learn how to survive and confront all dangers he encountered 

alone (Cox 83). Thorslev states that by dwelling and daydreaming in nature, which is given 

almost human-like attributes by the romantic authors, he inherits some of its sensibilities: 

liveliness, aggressiveness, generosity and compassion. One more distinctive feature of the 

Child of Nature, which the “Noble Savage” lacks, is the capacity to love (30, 33). By this 

Thorslev means a romantic love, a passionate relationship based on emotions and physical 

desires, not on “mere social conventions” (31). On the other hand, from “Noble Savage’s” 
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analytic speeches, it is discernible that “Noble Savage’s” idea of love is mostly associated with 

nature and his homeland. 

A popular example of the Child of Nature would be Henry Fielding’s Tom Jones (Thorslev 31). 

A good-hearted orphan who was raised by an English gentleman. He is always eager to help 

others and due to his wild nature, Tom consequently finds himself in many predicaments. Tom 

Jones is also portrayed as a passionate lover who has won the heart of several women, but he 

eventually cuts all ties with them to pursue and marry his one true love, Sophia. Nevertheless, 

he is not an ideal example, for unlike the Child of Nature, he had someone whom he could rely 

on during his early life and the setting of wild nature was replaced by the city of London.   

The Child of Nature tends to be quite popular with the audiences. The reason behind his 

attraction could be the archetype’s unspoilt and unpretentious nature, which represents the ideal 

that people often lack. The child’s ability to look up to the sky, soak up nature’s atmosphere 

and enjoy a seemingly careless life was, and is considered to be a luxury in a rapidly growing 

world. However, the fact that these characters might have to endure harsh and difficult 

conditions within their own story is often overlooked. Living exclusively from nature’s 

resources comes at a price of withstanding difficult times and trial-and-error experiences in 

between those moments of serenity.  

However, people would not want to swap places with the Child of Nature anyway, for that 

dream of returning back to the simpler times of childhood is too distant. Austin suggests that 

the “extraordinariness” of childhood lies in the child’s ability to see everything more vividly, 

with additional lustre and that this “visionary perception … fades with age and severs the being 

of the child from that of the adult” (83). This implies that even if the adult was able to exchange 

his place with the Child of Nature, his perception of the world would not change, as the 

inexperienced and innocent mind of a child can no longer be replicated (Austin 83). But the 
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fictional savage’s story provides the needed satisfaction to the spectator, who is able to forget 

about the difficulties of the fast-paced life and nostalgically enjoy the moment of tranquillity.  

2.2 The Man of Feeling 

The second archetype to influence the Byronic hero is the Man of Feeling. This new archetype 

emerged at the beginning of the eighteenth century and lasted throughout the whole romantic 

era (Thorslev 35). The Man of Feeling is typically a solitary figure, a loving melancholic with 

vivid memories of nostalgic past “… distinguished not by daring exploits or superior 

intelligence, but quite simply by his capacities for feeling, mostly for the tender emotions …” 

(Thorslev 35). Because of this, he is alienated from the contemporary men of reason and 

common sense. He frequently feels sorrowful about the world around him and its inadequacy 

to reach his standards. This feeling was generally referred to, by Thorslev and the others, as 

“Weltschmerz” (Thorslev 17, 35).  

As far as the personal traits are concerned, the Man of Feeling is usually of middle or lower 

middle-class origin. “He is a gentleman; … he is well educated and cultured … and he has a 

very delicate constitution” (Thorslev 40). The Man of Feeling however focused more on 

bohemian skills, namely literature and music, rather than on practical skills or anything that 

required physical effort. And the delicate constitution presumably refers to Man of Feeling’s 

gaunt appearance and susceptibility to diseases, because of which he evokes a sense of 

vulnerability and powerlessness (Thorslev 39). Having said that, these qualities give the Man 

of Feeling a somewhat good opportunity to be sympathetic to all women, as they share his 

sensibility and the learned skills, such as knowledge of literature or the ability to play a musical 

instrument, make him a good companion (Thorslev 51). By contrast, when a stronger opponent, 

such as the Child of Nature, confronts the Man of Feeling to contend for a mistress’ heart, this 

archetype usually remains passive and cannot do anything more than to cowardly run away 

from the fight (Thorslev 39).  
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To illustrate this type of character, Throslev chose a book from Henry Mackenzie, The Man of 

Feeling (1771), which provided the name for this archetype. The rest of the information is taken 

from the book itself. The main protagonist of the novel, Harley, is a sensible and good-hearted 

man whose parents died when he was still a child and did not leave him a fortune. That is not 

to say that he was completely dispossessed. His family would probably fit into the middle class, 

for several guardians were paid for in advance to take care of Harley and his studies. As it was 

common for the Man of Feeling, Harley also focused more on literature and philosophy rather 

than on practical knowledge which would help him become a successful man. However, he still 

decides to increase his wealth and goes to London to visit a local landlord with the goal of 

acquiring several fields, which he then could rent on his own. Although as he is completely 

inexperienced and does not appear to know how to do any form of business, his attempt seems 

to be doomed right from the beginning. What is more, during his stay in London, he meets 

several lower-class citizens who tell him poignant stories of their lives. Harley is excessively 

emotional, sympathizes with them, shows his contempt of the world for imposing such 

misfortunes on these poor beings and gives away the rest of his money without realizing that 

these people were just witty beggars and sharpers. It is visible that Harley does not possess the 

common sense and acts on his emotions. He then returns back home from this unsuccessful 

venture, finds out that the woman he has always admired is engaged to another man and refrains 

from interfering, and after he complains to one of his few friends about the world he lives in, 

Harley dies of his acute sensibility. 

These feelings and emotions have an unfavourable impact on Man of Feeling’s life, as they are 

the main cause of his hardships. However, his emotional nature earned him the popularity. With 

the philosophy of sentimentalism on the rise, which did not see the ability to feel as a weakness 

but rather a sign of morality (Radcliffe 9), this archetype served as the best promoter of this 

ideal. And later, as Thorslev suggests, Man of Feeling’s tenderness towards women was 
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incorporated into the more violent Gothic Villain2, another archetype that will be studied in the 

next chapter (55). 

2.3 The Gothic Villain 

Antagonists, also known as villains have always played an essential role in almost all fictional 

stories. Romances, fairy-tales, dramas and other works incorporated these figures into the story 

to give the plot dynamism and make heroes’ existence meaningful. However, their erratic nature 

and abominable deeds are sometimes so striking that they leave a stronger impression on the 

audience than the virtuous and predictable heroes. 

This chapter focuses on the archetype of the Gothic Villain and apart from Thorlsev’s 

monograph, which will provide an apt description of the Gothic Villain archetype and supply 

several representatives, there is one more work which will help with the explanation of the 

motivation behind Gothic Villain’s behaviour. That work is The Dangerous Lover: Gothic 

Villains, Byronism, and the Nineteenth-Century Seduction Narrative (2006) written by Deborah 

Lutz, a professor of the university of Louisville. 

Lutz thinks that Gothic Villain’s actions are not strictly driven by an insatiable lust for power 

or wealth, but rather by a deficiency of something that he cannot possess (37). The one thing 

he lacks most commonly is love, which has disappeared from his life under tragic 

circumstances. As an example, Lutz provides the protagonist of Wuthering Heights, Heathcliff, 

whose lover passed away and the longing for her return is the main cause of his madness. 

Because of that, the archetype of the Gothic Villain could be seen as a social rebel with 

unfulfilled physical and mental desires whose mourning and inner struggle are represented by 

his wickedness (Lutz 37). In his search for the absent love or the necessary means to restore it, 

he is merciless, devises cunning schemes and revels in tormenting people around him. All 

                                                 
2 The combination of the Man of Feeling and the Gothic Villain will be explained in more detail in chapter 2.3 
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victims of the Gothic Villain need to undergo unthinkable ordeals which are disproportionate 

to his seemingly insignificant personal goal and they often culminate in homicide or torture 

(Thorslev 54-55).  

Lutz argues that a character with such dark and nefarious actions as his source of energy already 

appeared in Machiavelli’s The Prince from the sixteenth century (29-30), while Thorslev points 

out that the full-blown Gothic Villain was first sighted with the development of the gothic novel 

in Horace Walpole’s Castle of Otranto two centuries later (52). The word gothic in the name 

of the archetype usually signifies a presence of horror and supernatural elements in the story, 

such as decrepit buildings and graveyards, ghosts and the overall eerie atmosphere. 

According to Thorslev, just like it was with the archetype of the Child of Nature, the Gothic 

Villain’s early life background is vague and the reader must wait until much later in the story 

to obtain extra details. Usually, he is a scion of an upper-class family, which gives him the sense 

of authority and power (54). This vicious hero type is typically a grown-up, attractive and 

youthful-looking man with dark coloured hair and pronounced eye brows. His physique is 

muscular and vigorous with his height being a distinctive trait. Still, out of his whole 

appearance, the eyes are usually the most prominent feature (Thorslev 53). As Lutz describes, 

they add to Gothic Villain’s fearsome demeanour as “his penetrating glance exposes the hidden 

body of the other, without itself showing anything, making the other’s interiority known” (31).  

However, there is more than his looks that makes Gothic Villain’s presence truly imposing. A 

mysterious hidden past and concealed motivation create an unsettling atmosphere wherever he 

goes. This feeling is further supported by the archetype’s unspoken crimes and sins committed 

prior to his debut in the narrative (Thorslev 54). 

Due to Gothic Villain’s violent and cruel nature, Thorslev admits that it might seem 

inappropriate to include him in his work among other heroes (52). Any violence towards others 
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and especially women has always been condemned and considered a cardinal sin. Therefore, 

by retaining his villainous nature until the end and showing no remorse for these deeds, the 

archetype of the Gothic Villain becomes, at least in the novels, unsympathetic and incorrigible 

(Thorslev 52). On the other hand, few years later, all the Villain’s flaws were made up for by 

combining him with the Man of Feeling. As it has already been mentioned in the previous 

chapter, the tender emotions of the Man of Feeling were combined with the strong personality 

of the Gothic Villain and this fusion gave rise to a more courteous successor, the Noble Outlaw. 

The new archetype received most of the villain’s strengths and shortcomings, but showed a 

dramatic change in the stance towards women; The Outlaw not only refrains from causing them 

harm but also sometimes sacrifices himself to help those in peril (Thorslev 54-55). And most 

importantly, the Byronic hero still acquired a good number of Gothic Villain’s qualities, which 

helped him become a truly striking persona. 

2.4 Cain 

Many authors have turned to biblical stories to get inspiration for their works and the tragedy 

of Cain and Abel is no exception. Cain was particularly interesting as in the Bible, there was 

no clear explanation for the murder of his brother, which gave the writers a gap to fill and means 

to consequently romanticize this antagonist (Thorslev 93).  

Originally, Cain and Abel are sons of Adam and Eve. There is a striking difference between 

them right from the beginning. Cain is a farmer, a dark-haired man associated with sweat and 

hard work, whereas his brother is a shepherd, who calmly grazes his sheep. One day, both 

brothers bring God an offering from their own produce and he favours Abel’s, disregarding 

Cain’s harvest. The farmer becomes livid and when Abel agrees to go out to the fields with 

him, Cain delivers a deadly strike. When God asks, where his brother is, Cain produces his 

infamous quote and is then punished by God to eternal wandering. He is also given a special 
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mark that granted him protection from others who would desire to lay a hand on him 

(Thorslev 93).  

Although the theme of jealousy is indirectly implied, Cain’s motivation remained a topic for 

speculation and further exploration. He is at first only seen as a villain, but Romanticists set out 

to partially restore his reputation. Salomon Gessner was the first significant figure to take up 

this task (Thorslev 94). This Swiss painter and author, whose works were mainly suffused with 

pastoral themes, was recognized in Europe for his two major works: Idyllen and Der Tod Abels. 

And the latter epic poem, as the name suggests, is Gessner’s take on the biblical theme of Cain 

(Encyclopedia Britannica). In Gessner’s story, Cain commits the homicide based on a vision 

he was shown by a devil in a dream, in which he saw his sons and daughters serving under the 

children of Abel. As horrific as this crime is, it shows Cain’s dedication to save his family and 

the fact that he feels remorse for what he has done earns him a few sympathy points. Gessner’s 

depiction also provided a valuable inspiration for future writers (Thorslev 93-95). 

There were several more attempts to retell the legend, but the archetype of Cain reached its 

titanic status in the hands of lord Byron and became one of the first true Byronic heroes in 

literature (Thorslev 96). In Byron’s Cain, A Mystery (1821), Cain leads a rebellion against God 

by admitting that eating from the tree of knowledge should not be considered a sin and he 

himself longs to learn the truth. This wish is granted to him by Lucifer. Cain learns the bitter 

truth that with knowledge there is no more room for love. And this becomes the central point 

of their argument – Lucifer is an embodiment of reason and Cain poses as the defender of love 

and emotions, showing the reader his sentimental side. Anyway, he follows Lucifer on the quest 

to learn the truth, observes things that are beyond his understanding and comes to the realization 

how insignificant his life and the lives of others are in the world. With this misery in mind, he 

nearly kills his son Enoch to protect him from suffering that awaits him, but is stopped by his 

wife Adah. Then his brother Abel comes and wants to offer a sacrifice to God alongside Cain. 
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God chooses Abel’s offering again and Cain complains that the creator cannot simply be 

regarded good as he chose lamb’s blood over his fruits. Abel pleads that he should ask God for 

forgiveness but it makes Cain see red and he beats his brother to death. He immediately regrets 

it and explains that a dream clouded his senses and lead him to the gruesome act. Cain is again 

banished, but in his final speech with an angel, he finally accepts his finite life and begs to be 

allowed to exchange his life for his brother’s. 

Byron’s drama stirred up a storm of criticism from the public. Many authors claimed that the 

story of Cain and Lucifer is blasphemous and that Byron was brave to publish it. Conversely, 

great names of the contemporary age, such as Sir Walter Scott, Thomas Moore or Percy Bysshe 

Shelley, praised the work, comparing its greatness to Milton’s Paradise Lost (1667) 

(Panagopoulos 1-2). 

2.5 The Byronic Hero 

The Byronic hero is a synthesis of his predecessors. He inherits the love of nature and her 

sublimity from the Child of Nature, hidden sins and appearance from the Gothic Villain, shares 

the sensibilities with the Man of Feeling and borrows some bits and pieces from the other 

dominant figures of the eighteenth century (Thorslev 163). And this is partly the reason for the 

success of the Byronic hero. Byron had a broad range of interests and had read works which 

featured the above mentioned archetypes (Thorslev 191). Maybe because of that, he was able 

to select the best parts from each archetype and, probably subconsciously, combine them 

together to consequently create a hero, as Thorslev states, “… who was not only to bear his 

name, but who was to leave so striking an impression on the minds of future readers as to almost 

efface the memory of such English predecessors as Mrs. Radcliffe, Scott (in his romances), or 

the Gothic dramatists” (191).  
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However, there are at least two distinct characteristics of the Byronic hero. First, this hero is 

usually rebellious, or rather individualistic and as Stein claims, “… he doesn’t know how to 

relate to other people, he is a self-absorbed egotist, and he makes annoying, gratuitous displays 

of his powers, unaware of any other means of human interaction” (2). Second, the Byronic hero 

and the other romantic archetypes “have souls of sensibility” (Throslev 188). That mostly 

describes their admiration of nature, preoccupation with feelings and their capacity to love. 

Thorslev also postulates that heroes in the eighteenth century represented the nature and 

thinking of the romantic author himself and were vessels by means of which the writer was able 

to share his feeling of alienation and suffering with the world (18). The romantic heroes stood, 

as the poets saw themselves, above the common men “because of their greater sensibilities” or 

“because of their greater closeness to nature or to God” (Thorslev 18). This especially applies 

to lord Byron. Doctor Topolovská mentioned that Byron’s Childe Harold’s Pilgrimage, one of 

the first works to feature a Byronic hero, is often compared to his own life, as Harold’s journey 

is strikingly similar to Byron’s travels, and that Byron’s attitudes towards society and the world 

around him permeate all his published works. Some of these opinions might even have been 

highly controversial and Byron attracted widespread criticism. Nevertheless, he created a 

literary tradition and archetype that, up to these days, remains to be recognized as one of the 

greatest poetic inventions. 

That is not to say that Byron was the sole pioneer of a Byronic character, as there were other 

heroes at that age, and even before the age of romanticism, who had comparable qualities and 

could have been used as an alternative name for the romantic archetype, which was later called 

after lord Byron. For instance, Milton’s Satan, a similarly thorough rebel and individualist who 

appeared more than one hundred years before the Byronic hero was born and whose rebellion 

influenced the whole Europe (Thorslev 189). Or Goethe’s Faust who was, as Thorlsev calls it, 

“Romanticism's greatest achievement” (185) and whom Byron incorporated into his first 
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Byronic hero, Childe Harold (Thorslev 171). All the same, Throslev points out that it was still 

Byron, his writing prowess and presumably his early death which popularized and entitled the 

concept of a complex and complicated literary archetype (191).  

But the tradition did not end with Byron’s death. A notable attempt to revive the Byronic hero 

was made in the works of the Brontë sisters. Specifically, in the character of Mr. Rochester 

from Charlotte’s Jane Ayre and Emily’s Heathcliff, the tragic protagonist of Wuthering Heights, 

who both share the “dark face, with stern features and a heavy brow” (Brontë 132) and sinful 

past, which is the main cause of their bitterness. Thorslev also suggests that the Byronic hero 

also appeared in at least one work of American literature, Moby Dick (3). Since then, few to no 

characters were based on the Byronic hero. The change in the society’s philosophy with the rise 

of Victorian age and its realism took away the room for mystery, which is an inherent part of 

the Byronic hero and without which he would not be able to thrive (Thorslev 193). And another 

reason, why some authors might refrain from using Byron’s characters as a template for their 

own work might be that it would be a difficult challenge to imitate the height of a true Byronic 

hero (Thorslev 83).  

2.6 Star Wars 

The second major part of this thesis also deserves a proper introduction. As it was mentioned 

at the beginning, there is no doubt that Star Wars is a part of popular culture and therefore it 

might seem that it is an unsuitable topic for an academic study. To justify the choice of Star 

Wars as a topic for comparison with the English literary tradition of the Byronic hero, this 

chapter will demonstrate the significance of the saga through a presentation of multiple 

scholarly works and explain what impact Star Wars had, and still has, on the general public. It 

will also briefly introduce the creator of the franchise, George Lucas, and comment on the 

beginnings of Star Wars. 
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2.6.1 Significance of the Star Wars Universe 

Star Wars has become an international sensation over the years and even after more than four 

decades from its first launch, people still strive for more. The last episode of the sequel trilogy 

was produced two years ago, the audience gets at least one new series per year and with regular 

release of official literature which contributes to the Star Wars canon, the whole franchise 

becomes quite extensive. But the saga does not only interest the common audience, it also 

caught the attention of the academics. There have been many studies of the characters and their 

motivations, politics, literary references and much more. For instance, Michael B. Charles 

compares the Galactic Empire to the Roman Empire in his work Remembering and Restoring 

the Republic: Star Wars and Rome (2015), Christian Feichtinger’s work Space Buddhism: The 

Adoption of Buddhist Motifs in Star Wars (2014) deals with elements of Buddhism in Star Wars, 

or Pamela Bettis and Brandon Sternrod who looked at Star Wars from a psychological 

perspective in Anakin Skywalker, Star Wars and the Trouble with Boys3 (2009). 

And indeed, there is a lot to explore. Firstly, Star Wars has been influenced by numerous 

historical events and concepts. In two Star Wars anthologies, Sex Politics and Religion in Star 

Wars (2012) and Myth, Media, and Culture in Star Wars (2012), the authors point out that 

Palpatine’s empire might be seen as an embodiment of Nazi Germany and the Death Star could 

be a metaphor for nuclear missiles with which the Soviet Union threatened the USA during the 

Cold War. What is more, they develop a parallel between the battle of Endor and Vietnam war, 

where Ewoks are seen as allusions to Vietcong forces, and they also suggest that the Jedi council 

and their seating arrangement in the temple is akin to the knights of the round table. Even though 

George Lucas has not fully confirmed the intentional use of all these historical themes, Lucas 

admitted in several interviews that he indeed drew inspiration from the Cold War and partially 

used Star Wars to criticize the American Republican Party and specifically its leaders, Ronald 

                                                 
3 The study explores the crisis of masculinity in American society 
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Reagan and Richard Nixon (Brode and Deyneka 60). This somewhat backfired a few years later 

when Reagan took advantage of the Star Wars’ success. In an attempt to appeal to the congress 

and the public, Reagan used the codename “Star Wars” for his Strategic Defense Initiative4 and 

in his speeches, he often referred to the Soviet Union as the “Evil Empire” (Brode and 

Deyneka 60-61).  

Secondly, George Lucas borrowed themes from two very different cultures: Japanese samurai 

culture, which he mostly derived from films by Akiro Kurasawa5, and culture of the wild 

American West, which was inspired by Western epics (Brode and Deyneka 3). The strict, highly 

cultivated and respected Samurai are a visible parallel to the Jedi order. Both are members of 

upper-class society, the Jedi lightsaber combat resembles Samurai swordsmanship, the Jedi 

code is akin to Bushido6 code and both the Jedi and Samurai served under an authority – the 

Jedi under the Republic Senate and Samurai usually under a feudal lord (Indovina “The Hidden 

Origins Of The Jedi”). And at the other end of the Star Wars society there are the outlaws, 

bounty hunters, soldiers and all the less elegant and cunning fighters, who share similarities 

with the fugitives of the wild west. The most obvious parallel between Star Wars and the 

Western culture is in scenes featuring typical standoff duels, such as the one where Han Solo 

kills Greedo in a cantina in Star Wars: A New Hope. 

Lastly, to mention one of the literary influences, the story of Luke Skywalker follows an old 

literary concept of hero’s journey, which was meticulously described by Joseph Campbell and 

his work The Hero of a Thousand Faces (1949). More about the cultural and literary references 

can be found in the previously mentioned anthologies.  

                                                 
4 “strategic defensive system against potential nuclear attacks—as originally conceived, from the Soviet Union” 

(Encyclopedia Britannica) 
5 Mostly from Kurasawa’s film The Hidden Fortress (1958) (Brode and Deyneka 86) 
6 Bushido and Jedi code are a set of virtues and morals that a samurai or Jedi knight has to follow (Pletcher 

“Bushido”) 
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This phenomenon called monomyth was later examined by Christopher Vogler in his study 

Joseph Campbell Goes to the Movies: The Influence of the Hero’s Journey in Film Narrative 

(2017), where he repeatedly mentions that some of the Star Wars’ themes, and mostly the 

original trilogy, are certainly derived from Joseph Campbell’s framework and Andrew Gordon 

in Star Wars, A Myth for Our Times (1978) goes as far as to say that: 

Star Wars is a masterpiece of synthesis, a triumph of American ingenuity and 

resourcefulness, demonstrating, how the old may be made new again: Lucas raided the 

junkyards of our popular culture and rigged a working myth out of scrap. Like the 

hotrods in his previous film, American Graffiti, Star Wars is an amalgam of pieces of 

mass culture customized and supercharged and run flat out. He lifted parts openly and 

lovingly from various popular culture genres, but the engine that runs it is the 

‘monomyth (315). 

All this provides ample evidence that Star Wars saga is not just another popular culture hit but 

also a treasure trove for scholarly research. Since the release of A New Hope, well over ten 

thousand periodicals and studies have been published, obviously appearing in great numbers 

with every release of additional content to the Star Wars universe. An interesting fact is that the 

largest increase in the amount of academic journals dealing with the topic of Star Wars was 

during the last five years.7 Over this time span, Lucasfilm and Disney have released new films, 

including the sequel8 trilogy describing the universe thirty years after the events of The Return 

of the Jedi (1983), Rogue One: A Star Wars Story (2016), which filled the time space between 

the original trilogy and prequel trilogy, Solo: A Star Wars Story (2018), which depicted the 

early life of the bounty hunter Han Solo, and also multiple TV series such as The Mandalorian 

(2019) or Star Wars: The Bad Batch (2021), which tell the story of several side characters from 

                                                 
7 Data acquired from the Charles University’s UKAŽ source database by searching the keyword Star Wars 
8 Sequel trilogy comprises The Force Awakens (2015), The Last Jedi (2017) and The Rise of Skywalker (2019) 
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the Star Wars franchise. And by introducing all this additional content, the studios might have 

sparked a new wave of interest in the Star Wars universe. 

2.6.2 Reception from the Audience 

However, academics were definitely not the target audience when George Lucas released the 

first Star Wars film, because the success in the film industry is not typically measured by the 

number of studies published but by the revenue that the film generated. And the earnings are 

always dependent on the contentment of ordinary filmgoers whom the film needs to enthral.  

In 1977, the first film of the original Star Wars trilogy, A New Hope, was introduced to the 

world. And its impact is comprehensively described by Phil Archbold, who, in 2020, released 

the article “What It Was Really Like To See Star Wars In 1977” for online magazine Looper9, 

in which he gathered information about the release and initial reactions of the audience. 

Archbold writes that the 20th Century Fox, the studio under which the Star Wars was recorded, 

initially launched Star Wars: A New Hope only in 42 theatres, as they were dubious about its 

success, but when the producers saw the long queues of people waiting to see the new space 

story, they increased the number to 1750. The number of fans was high and presumably due to 

the fact that Star Wars was not specifically aimed at just one generation of fans, but it tried to 

mesmerize people of all age (Archbold). Star Wars was undoubtedly successful. The film and 

its visual effects managed to grip people’s attention to such extent that some of them even went 

back to the theatres multiple times to see A New Hope again (Archbold). Even J.J. Abrams, one 

of the two directors of the sequel trilogy, was among the first spectators and he recalls his first 

experience with the Star Wars universe in an interview for Entertainment Weekly. Abrams said 

that he was enthralled by the enormous universe, the good old romance and the main Star Wars 

                                                 
9 The magazine also owns a YouTube channel with more than 5 million subscribers 
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theme by John Williams, which has become unforgettable. But the aspect which Abrams 

emphasized was that Star Wars was simply funny (Holub Entertainment Weekly).  

In contrast to the public opinion, some critics who reviewed Star Wars after its release had 

mixed feelings about George Lucas’ space story. John Simon wrote for New York Magazine 

that Star Wars has “a story, characters, and dialogue of overwhelming banality” and Joy Gould 

Boyum from The Wall Street Journal thought that Lucas wasted the potential of the visual 

technology “on such puerile materials” (qtd. in Holub Entertainment Weekly). Nevertheless, 

there was still a considerable number of critics who reacted positively to the film. A New York 

Times journalist, Vincent Canby, called A New Hope “the most elaborate, most expensive, most 

beautiful movie serial ever made” or Charles Champlin from The Los Angeles Times claimed 

that Lucas created “an exuberant and technically astonishing space adventure” (qtd. in Holub 

Entertainment Weekly). 

The film’s success was later supported by the fact that in 1978, Star Wars: A New Hope was 

nominated for eleven Oscar awards and actually won seven of them10. But it was not just the 

first film that received worldwide acclaim. To this day, the whole original trilogy holds the 

score of 92,5 % on the website Rotten Tomatoes. Rotten Tomatoes has a reliable rating system 

which is divided into two categories, professional critic reviews and the audience score, which 

are independent of each other and rate, on a scale from 0-100 %, how successful a film is from 

their point of view. The score of 92,5 % is an average value counted from the both categories 

under each episode and is based on more than 750 000 user ratings and 332 critic reviews. 

The response to the prequel11 trilogy was quite the opposite. The expectations after the original 

trilogy were tremendously high and the final result was seen as a failure not only by critics but 

                                                 
10 The source for this information is IMDb’s Movie Awards database, IMDb claims to be “the world's most popular 

and authoritative source for movie, TV and celebrity content” 
11 Prequel in the sense of describing the events that preceded Star Wars: A New Hope (1977) 
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also by many die-hard fans. There is no comprehensive and credible outline of all the prequel 

trilogy’s flaws, but from the reviews of the top critics12 on Rotten Tomatoes it is possible to 

distinguish a few recurring shortcomings. Firstly, the characters are often regarded as flat and 

spiritless without the ability to appeal to the audience. The second problem which the reviewers 

pointed out is tedious politics that makes parts of the story uninteresting and inaccessible not 

only to the younger audience. And the last prominent complaint they make is about the 

predictable outcome of the trilogy, as the original trilogy spoils the whole ending of the 

“prequels”. On the other hand, many of the reviewers praised Lucas’ CGI13 and other 

technological and visual advancements. 

More evidence on what made the prequels good was found in a Quora forum14, where 

commenters subjectively discussed the top eleven things the prequel trilogy brought into the 

franchise. The fans agreed that unlike the stormtroopers, the droid army gave the Jedi some 

hard time, lightsaber battles looked great after the remake, John Williams composed new 

immaculate themes which were on par with the original score, several formidable characters 

were introduced and most importantly, the character of Darth Vader finally received more space 

and therefore also depth. However, all of that does not change the fact that the overall Rotten 

Tomatoes score for the prequel trilogy is still mediocre 63 %.15 

2.6.3 George Lucas, the Creator of the Saga 

The paramount figure responsible for the creation of Star Wars is George Lucas, who started 

his career in filmmaking at the University of Southern California. Throughout the studies, he 

already worked on a few short-films, one of which was the Electronic Labyrinth (1967), which, 

                                                 
12 “Top Critic is a designation created to distinguish Tomatometer-approved critics who excel at their craft”, more 

information at https://www.rottentomatoes.com/critics/top_critics 
13 Computer-generated imagery – basically, visual effects 
14 The full discussion at https://www.quora.com/What-are-the-top-11-good-things-from-the-Star-Wars-Prequels 
15 Measured the same way as the score for the original trilogy and based on 750000+ audience ratings and 787 

verified critic reviews 

https://www.quora.com/What-are-the-top-11-good-things-from-the-Star-Wars-Prequels
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in 1967, earned him the top spot at the National Student film festival (Holloway 

“George Lucas”). Warner bros. studio offered him a scholarship and through this opportunity 

he met Francis Ford Coppola, an already well-known director, who became his mentor 

(Holloway “George Lucas”). With his help, Lucas transformed the Electronic Labyrinth (1967) 

into a film that was released in theatres and then with joint effort (again with Coppola) created 

one of the most successful seventies films, American Graffiti (1973) (Holloway 

“George Lucas”). After that, he started working on the first episode of the Star Wars saga, 

which would become a perennial classic and shape George Lucas’ whole career (Holloway 

“George Lucas”). In a series of short interviews for AFI16, George Lucas commented on the 

beginnings of the saga. In an interview “George Lucas On How STAR WARS got made”, Lucas 

explained that his idea of Star Wars nearly remained untold, as it was initially dismissed by 

multiple studios. However, the 20th Century Fox studio recognized Lucas’ potential after seeing 

American Graffiti (1973) and decided to fund his next project, which was the original Star Wars 

trilogy. Nevertheless, even after the primary problem had been solved, the saga encountered 

several other problems on its way to success. For instance, George Lucas said that he had to 

work with a very tight budget and that the technology in the seventies was so limited that he 

had to simplify his initial vision (“George Lucas On the Special Editions of the Original 

Trilogy”). Lucas was apprehensive about the release of the film, but despite all the difficulties, 

Star Wars managed to captivate the audience (“George Lucas Introduces Star Wars: A New 

Hope”).  

                                                 
16 American Film Institute 
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3 Practical Part 

The era of great heroes is supposedly gone. At least that is what Peter Thorslev states in his 

study Byronic Hero: Types and Prototypes (1962). These archetypes, like Men of Feeling, 

Children of Nature, Cains and others, “… did not survive in important works of Victorian 

literature” (192). He ascribes this fall to two major factors. Firstly, heroes lost their sense of 

mystery with the rise of realism and secondly, the burgeoning emphasis on common men and 

democracy could not co-exist with the titanic heroes, who invariably stand above the others 

(193). Nevertheless, it is important to bear in mind that this statement is included in a 

monograph which is nearly fifty years old. In contrast to Thorslev’s claims, Atara Stein writes, 

in a more contemporary study related to popular culture and movies, that “… the Byronic hero 

was alive and flourishing in the latter half of the twentieth and the beginning of the twenty-first 

centuries” and that “he is so pervasive in contemporary popular texts that once one begins to 

establish … the parameters of his type, the examples seem endless” (1). As Stein continues, the 

legacy of lord Byron’s masterpiece can be seen in heroes of wild west, certain sci-fi characters 

and in the persona of “action-adventure” heroes (1). Although the theories of both academics 

seemingly contradict each other, they seem to agree on one thing: that no new heroic archetype 

has been introduced since the end of the Romantic age. 

This thesis definitely supports Stein’s assumption that the traditional Byronic concept, or at 

least some of its traits, can still be spotted in the nature of twenty-first-century heroes. The main 

idea here is that Anakin Skywalker, one of the main and vital protagonists of the Star Wars 

saga, belongs to the group of characters following the archetype of the Byronic hero as well 

and the subsequent chapters will try to justify this hypothesis. 

Although Star Wars introduced innumerable characters, in many cases only those, who could 

be simply categorized as heroes or villains, there is one who stands above the others and makes 
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the plot particularly interesting. Anakin Skywalker plays one of the quintessential roles in the 

saga and ultimately triggers the whole chain of events which leads to the rise of the empire. The 

development of this character is, by and large, spread over six films, the more up-to-date 

“prequels” and the original trilogy. Each episode in the prequel trilogy focuses on one stage of 

his life before he became Darth Vader and the original trilogy explores his dark side. This 

ordering provides a useful framework for the practical part, as each phase contributes to 

Anakin’s Byronic persona by an addition of another pre-byronic archetype. The episodes I, II 

and III will serve as references to Anakin’s association with the Child of Nature, the Man of 

Feeling and Cain respectively and the original trilogy will be used to cover the life of Darth 

Vader in relation to Gothic Villain. Consequently, all this should provide ample evidence to 

decide, whether Anakin Skywalker can be regarded as a Byronic hero or not. 

3.1 The Child of Space 

The first time we get to see Anakin Skywalker is on a planet Tatooine, which is located in the 

Outer Rim of the galaxy, where the galactic senate does not bother to enforce its regulations. 

This place might not resemble the sublime and vibrant nature portrayed in the stories of the 

Child of Nature, however, it shares its overall simplicity. It is a remote and desert planet with 

virtually no laws, politics or institutions. Someone could argue, that the planet has its own leader 

and politics as well, such as the other planets in the galaxy. And indeed, there is always a mob 

leader, who pulls the strings, but it would be far-fetched to compare him to a representative of 

the planet. Most problems and arguments on Tatooine are solved with violence, following the 

nature’s rule of survival of the fittest, so in order to survive here, it is necessary to adjust to 

these harsh conditions, learn how to avoid predicaments or become powerful enough to stand 

up for yourself. 

Anakin is nine years old during the events of Star Wars: Episode I – The Phantom 

Menace (1999) and the parallel between him and the archetype which Thorslev branded as the 
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Child of Nature is instantaneously apparent in his appearance, as his blue eyes, fair hair and the 

general handsomeness put him on a par with his literary predecessor.  

Other characteristics that they share is the humble origin and complicated parentage. Anakin 

and his mother Shmi were sold to a local mafia boss and forced into slavery when he was very 

little; therefore, they have to live in a modest and the only affordable dwelling inside of a giant 

rock with the rest of the low-class citizens. The second point, about Anakin’s true origin, is also 

very compelling for the comparison with the Child of Nature. Although it is obvious, who 

Anakin’s mother is, there appears to be no trace of a father. When Shmi is asked about the 

conception by the Jedi master Qui-Gon Jin, she explains that “There was no father. I carried 

him, I gave birth, I’ve raised him. I can’t explain what happened” (Lucas, The Phantom 

Menace). The theory put forward by Qui-Gon is that the midichlorian cells, which are 

responsible for the innate ability to use the force, have formed the baby and substituted for a 

father. This Qui-Gon’s assumption could also suggest that Anakin’s birth might be a reference 

to a biblical theme, the birth of Jesus. In Star Wars, Shmi would represent the virgin Mary and 

the midichlorians would be the holy spirit, through which Mary supposedly got pregnant (New 

International Version, Matthew. 1.18-25). What also supports this assumption is the Jedi’s 

prophecy that Anakin is the Chosen One who will bring balance to the galaxy, which could 

possibly be an allusion to Jesus’ destiny to “save his people from their sins” (New International 

Version, Matthew. 1.21). 

It is also implied that Anakin was, as the Child of Nature, shaped by the inhospitable place, 

accustomed to its conditions and learned to fend for himself. The Child of Nature had to learn 

how to hunt and survive alone in nature, whereas Anakin adapted, even though partly with the 

help of his mother, to the life on Tatooine and became a skilled mechanic and pilot during his 

stint at Watto’s workshop. And his quote “Wouldn’t have lasted long anyways if I wasn’t so 

good at building things” suggests that by properly adjusting to Tatooine’s way of life, he was 
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able to stay alive (Lucas, The Phantom Menace). Despite living as a slave and in a hostile place 

such as Tatooine, Anakin retains, as the Child of Nature, an unspoilt nature and good heart, 

which make him deeply sympathetic, and is willing to help strangers without asking anything 

in return. What is more, the Child of Nature’s naivety might be seen in Anakin’s dreams which 

are not of wealth and power, at least just yet, but of space, explorations and love, and he even 

claims that he will be the first one to visit and explore all the stars (Lucas, The Phantom 

Menace). 

The question of love, which is very prominent in the tales featuring Children of Nature, is shown 

in his platonic feelings towards his mother, whom he must abandon later in the film, and his 

romantic attraction to Padme, which tends to be disregarded in this stage of the story, for Anakin 

is still a child and Padme, even though she has already become the leader of Naboo, is only 

fourteen years old. Nevertheless, in later episodes, Anakin’s character and their relationship 

will undergo a rapid transformation. 

The last thing that needs to be mentioned is Anakin’s journey to become a Jedi, because of 

which he is taken by Qui-Gon Jin and Obi-Wan Kenobi to Coruscant, the capital city of the 

galaxy where the galactic senate and the Jedi council reside. The archetype of the Child of 

Nature was usually used by Romantic authors to portray the difference between unspoilt nature 

and the modern world, and the same role might have been assigned to young Anakin. His 

transition from a desert planet without rules to the corrupted city of politics and technology 

could possibly have the same meaning, because life on the colourless Coruscant is very 

complicated, strict and orderly, in comparison with the relatively simple and straightforward 

life on Tatooine. 
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3.2 Anakin Skywalker as the Man of Feeling 

In Star Wars: Episode II – Attack of the Clones, the story moves ten years forward and Anakin 

has become a strong young man and learned the Jedi way of life. This statement itself gives an 

inauspicious prospect for the comparison with the Man of Feeling. First, the appearance does 

not match, as this romantic archetype is usually described as a “sickly boy” (Scott 37) and 

Anakin is athletic, robust and has even outgrown his master. Secondly, both received proper 

education, although the Man of Feeling focuses more on the aesthetics, whereas Anakin and 

the Jedi knights have to undertake physical training. What needs to be kept in mind though is 

that the knights are also required to study the force and the Jedi code, to master self-discipline, 

good manners and courtesy, characteristics, that the Man of Feeling seems to possess as well. 

At the beginning of the second film, Anakin meets Padme for the first time since he joined the 

Jedi order after the battle of Naboo. The scene reveals that he has the same feelings for her, but 

in the presence of his master Obi-Wan, he is very timid and is unable to express anything more 

than that she has become even more beautiful. They are assigned to protect Padme against an 

unknown assassin and Anakin is more than content about this news. The protection and 

willingness to help women follow the Man of Feeling’s code, but Anakin’s eagerness to support 

his love in peril even more by running an investigation and finding the killer goes against the 

Man of Feeling’s passivity.  

Anakin shows the same behavioural pattern when he decides to find and help his mother on 

Tatooine. By being connected to the force, he starts having visions that imply that his mother 

is in grave danger. As he has not cut emotional ties with all the beloved ones, which is a 

compulsory requirement for anyone willing to join the Jedi order, he is despairing and driven 

by his emotions, he ultimately travels to his home planet. There he discovers the bitter truth of 

Shmi’s kidnapping and immediately acts. Here again the path of Anakin Skywalker diverges 

from the Man of Feeling’s, who would presumably opt to run away and leave Shmi to her fate 
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and then just simply bewail her death. Anakin finds his mother in a remote desert camp 

belonging to Sand people and even though Anakin is relieved to find her alive, their meeting is 

short lived, as Shmi was visibly subjected to torture and dies seconds later. The Jedi are trained 

to remain calm in every possible situation, but Anakin fails to do so and lets his instincts and 

emotions overwhelm him and in a fit of anger, he kills everyone in sight, exposing the darkness 

and conflict within him.  

This aggressiveness does not correspond with the Man of Feeling’s tender and sentimental side, 

however, it is important to mention that the motivation for Anakin’s acts is solely emotional; 

he is caring, afraid to lose people whom he loves and therefore he is willing to do anything to 

keep them safe. What deserves a comment is that Anakin has always known that his mother 

was still trapped on Tatooine and yet he decided to help her only after he had a vision of her 

death ten years later. The films do not answer the question why Anakin had not returned earlier, 

but the explanation can be that either the Jedi order strictly forbade Anakin to help his mother, 

for the Jedi had to cut all emotional ties with their relatives, or that Anakin Skywalker adopted 

Man of Feeling’s passivity, as he was afraid to learn the truth about Shmi’s life, which was, as 

the life of all slaves, surely full of hardships.  

During this episode, Anakin goes through a rollercoaster of emotions: hatred, love, despair, 

hope and he even bursts into tears several times. His mother is dead, his feelings for Padme 

have not been reciprocated yet, Obi-Wan is still refusing to acknowledge Anakin’s Jedi skills 

and let him take the Jedi trials, and from Anakin’s perspective, the whole world seems to be 

simply unfair to him. This feeling that the world around a person is unable to reach a certain 

standard which the individual has envisioned matches the romantic Weltschmerz, a feeling of 

great sadness by which Romantic authors described their loathing for “the world that they saw 

as destructive of their right to subjectivity and personal freedom” (Encyclopedia Britannica). 
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In addition to the contrast between the Man of Feeling and Anakin, the latter is far more 

successful in his quest for love, as Padme gradually falls for him after their visit to her birthplace 

on Naboo and spending some quality time alone, daydreaming and playing around in nature. 

The Man of Feeling’s attempts to find a lover seem to be invariably fruitless. Anakin’s 

relationship evolves at a breakneck pace and the film closes with a wedding ceremony, which 

could definitely be seen as a happy ending, something that the Man of Feeling had never got to 

enjoy either.  

The theory of Anakin being the Man of Feeling seems to have been refuted by now. 

Nevertheless, Anakin exhibits the paramount characteristic of the Man of Feeling: he is 

apparently set apart from the common men, in this case members of the Jedi order, by his 

capacity to feel. Creating any deeper bonds with others and evolving any kind of relationship 

is forbidden by the Jedi code in order to prevent feelings from shrouding knight’s decision 

making. The Jedi are being trained to suppress emotions from the early age, but given the fact 

that Anakin was already too old when he joined the order and still deeply attached to his mother, 

he preserved his sensitive side, which would unfortunately incite his turn to the dark side. 

Anakin is definitely not a typical example of the Man of Feeling archetype, for because of his 

robust physique, eagerness to act and successful love life, he deviates from the archetype’s 

common traits. Nevertheless, these characteristics can be regarded as secondary in comparison 

with the Man of Feeling’s main attributes, his feelings and alienation from common men. In 

this regard, Anakin bears a significant resemblance to the Man of Feeling. He is similarly 

sensible, he is experiencing the feeling of Weltschmerz and most importantly, he is separated 

from the other members of the Jedi order by his capacity for feelings. 
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3.3 The Tragedy of Anakin Skywalker - Cain 

The third episode of the prequel trilogy, The Revenge of the Sith (2005), marks a watershed in 

Anakin’s story, as it is this film, that depicts his fall to the dark side and follows the end of the 

clone wars, which have been raging throughout the galaxy for several years. Since the end of 

the previous episode, Anakin has matured greatly and numerous battles in which he fought have 

shaped him into an imposing figure with long black hair and a dark look in his eyes, who is not 

afraid to exert himself. And as chapter 2.4 explained, these personal aspects are also typical for 

the character of Cain. 

The episode opens with a space battle, in which Anakin and his master Obi-Wan Kenobi are 

trying to save chancellor Palpatine, who is another special figure in Anakin’s life, because he 

was, to some extent, his second mentor, who helped him get accustomed to the new life in the 

capital city on Coruscant.17 After the Jedi knights find Palpatine on a separatist ship, Anakin 

manages to overpower Count Dooku, a Sith lord who abducted Palpatine, in a duel and is 

presented with a choice either to kill him or to take him into custody. He is hesitant, but 

Palpatine coldly commands Anakin to execute the Sith lord. And since Obi-Wan was stunned 

at the beginning of the fight, there is no one to stop Anakin as he complies with Palpatine’s 

order and decapitates Dooku. This scene signifies that Palpatine is possibly hiding some dark 

intentions behind a persona of a harmless politician. After these events, Anakin and Palpatine 

become even closer than they were before and whenever Anakin requires an advice, the 

chancellor is ready to help.  

When Anakin returns from the battle, he learns from Padme that she is pregnant, which is just 

as unacceptable for the Jedi as sustaining a relationship. At the same time, Anakin begins having 

nightmares and visions about Padme’s death during childbirth. Similar visions were featured in 

                                                 
17 Coruscant is the central planet of the republic, where the senate and the Jedi order are located 
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the story of Cain by Salomon Gessner, where Cain is tormented by nightmares about his 

children’s enslavement: “[Cain] beheld, in a dream, a vast plain, over which were scattered 

lonely huts, the abode of poverty and simplicity; this field was cultivated by his children and 

his grand-children, regardless of the scorching noon-tide rays which descended on their 

embrowned shoulders” (Gessner 94). In both cases, these dreams are planted in their minds by 

none other than the devil himself. Although Anakin believed that it was the force that was 

showing him the future, so he would be able to save Padme, it was just Palpatine’s means to 

persuade him to join the dark side by stirring up the visions and consequently offering Anakin 

the only solution to this issue. Yet Skywalker remains loyal to the Jedi order and opts first to 

seek help in the Jedi temple from grandmaster Yoda, but he gives Anakin only a vague answer, 

emphasizing that a Jedi should let go of all feelings towards the others and somehow implying 

that if Padme’s fate is to die, then there is nothing that can be done. This obviously is not an 

option for Anakin and the only hope he has got is presented to him by Palpatine, who claims to 

know a way to save people from dying. 

At this point, it might be discernible that Palpatine and the Jedi order play the two paramount 

roles that were featured in the biblical and then the romanticized story of Cain and Abel. Firstly, 

the Jedi pose as God, as they are a religious group which claims to be all knowing, but some of 

that learning is hidden from the common Jedi knights, and their power in the republic is almost 

unlimited, as they are known as powerful protectors of peace. All knowing though they might 

declare to be, their piece of advice with which they presented Anakin was nearly useless and 

this might have been misinterpreted by young Skywalker as that the Jedi order was unwilling 

to understand his suffering and help, which is at least partly true. There is a clear parallel to 

God, as all his actions are usually beyond the understanding of ordinary people and his words, 

if he does speak, could be interpreted differently by the “chosen” ones. Secondly, Palpatine 

plays the role of a devil and tempter, resembling Lucifer from Byron’s take on the story of Cain. 
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Palpatine is the one to tempt Anakin with the forbidden power to save others from a certain 

death by telling him the legend of a dark lord Darth Plagueis, who supposedly knew how to 

“keep the ones he cared about from dying” (The Revenge of the Sith). This could be compared 

to the ultimate knowledge, which was offered to Cain by Lucifer. Cain is afraid of death, for he 

does not know what it is and what it looks like. Lucifer then tempts Cain by saying “And I, who 

know all things, fear nothing; see / What is true knowledge” (Byron 23-24). The conversation 

continues with Cain’s question whether Lucifer can teach him all the knowledge to which 

Lucifer replies: “Aye, upon one condition” (Byron 24). That one requirement is that Cain will 

worship Lucifer, which is again akin to Palpatine’s insistence that Anakin must join the dark 

side. 

This culminates in the “inglorious murder”. Anakin believes that the chancellor is the key to 

solve his misery, so when the Jedi order discovers that Palpatine is the actual Sith lord whom 

they have been chasing for years and decides to capture him dead or alive, Skywalker is faced 

with a dilemma. In order to acquire what they seek, both Cain and Anakin need to give up 

something invaluable. Cain was told that he would need to suppress his emotions and ability to 

love just to fully understand everything that Lucifer had showed him: “Choose betwixt Love 

and Knowledge––since there / is No other choice …” (Byron 34), and Anakin has to betray his 

believes and brethren to join Palpatine and the dark side, presumably so as to retain his one and 

only prospect of saving Padme. Palpatine clearly says “Learn to know the dark side of the force 

and you will be able to save your wife …” (Revenge of the Sith). The chancellor is found and 

defeated fairly quickly, but as the Jedi are about to deliver a final strike, for Palpatine killed 

several Jedi throughout the fight and imprisoning him was no longer an option, Anakin steps 

in, kills the remaining Jedi and at the same time becomes the servant of the dark side of the 

force. As Cain was when he killed his brother Abel in Cain, a Mystery, even Anakin 

immediately feels remorseful, but neither of them can make things right again. After killing 
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Mace Windu, a Jedi master who nearly executed Palpatine, Anakin is distressed and even 

exclaims “What have I done” before he realizes that his only chance now is to join Palpatine. 

In the biblical story, Cain is kneeling next to his dead brother’s body, crying and cursing 

himself: “… Yet––yet––speak to me. / Oh! for a word more of that gentle voice, / That I may 

bear to hear my own again!” (Byron 108). 

The outcome of these dreadful events is very analogous. Both protagonists are to wander 

aimlessly throughout the world for the rest of their lives. Cain’s eternal wandering is 

unspecified, as the story ends right after he receives his punishment. Anakin’s tragedy on the 

other hand continues and the audience got to see that Anakin, now better known as Darth Vader, 

will spend his days as Palpatine’s puppet, searching for a mysterious power to revive others, 

which does not exist and has never existed, for it was just chancellor’s empty promise to lure 

Anakin to the dark side.   

The last thing that should be mentioned is Cain’s mark and God’s curse. Cain is punished to an 

eternal wander, but he complains that after what he has done to his brother, everyone else in the 

world will try to take revenge on him. To prevent this from happening, God grants him a special 

mark that would cause anyone to lay hand on Cain to be cursed. Darth Vader receives similar 

protection from Palpatine, as he is taught the arts of the dark side, which make him powerful 

enough to fend for himself and it could also be argued that in Star Wars, the Cain’s mark could 

be represented by Vader’s notorious black suit, which Palpatine created to keep Vader alive, as 

it served as a deterrent to anyone, who would dare intend to harm Palpatine’s new apprentice. 

The suit, as the curse mark, also reflects the sins Anakin has committed and implies that Anakin 

was no longer a human but rather a monstrous machine. Indeed, the suit is a symbol of power 

and the dark side, but at the same time, it suggests that Anakin has become an outcast who 

cannot be redeemed and whom everyone despises. 
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3.4 Gothic Villain, Darth Vader and the Dark Side 

Anakin Skywalker presumably reached the status of Gothic Villain at the end of the third 

episode, but given the fact that he first appeared long before The Revenge of the Sith (2005) 

was released, it would be reasonable to disregard this information for now to introduce him as 

he was seen by the audience back in the year 1977. That is mainly because one of the most 

prominent characteristics of the Gothic Villain archetype is his unknown ancestry and unspoken 

crimes from the past, which had formed the truly fearsome persona. This was taken away from 

the fans with the appearance of the prequel trilogy, which could be argued to be a negative 

aspect, however, you frequently learn about the Gothic Villain's past at some point anyway and 

here, the original fans had to wait for almost twenty years to do so. And indeed they discovered 

that the crimes Anakin had committed prior to his debut were nothing short of wicked. Before 

he turned to the dark side, Anakin had, without flinching, slaughtered a whole village of Sand 

people, massacred Young Padawans in the Jedi Temple, mercilessly decapitated Count Dooku, 

been responsible for Padme's death and tried to kill his former master, Obi-Wan Kenobi. 

Ever since the fan base heard his ominous mechanical breathing and saw the rampage on board 

of the rebel vessel, he has been a symbol of power, fear and tyranny. It is undisputable that 

Darth Vader, like the Gothic Villain, carries the air of despair wherever he goes, as it was 

enough for him to enter the famous hallway on board of Tantive IV18 and ignite his lightsaber 

to make the rebels tremble in fear. It is highly likely that most of them have never faced Vader 

before, which implies that the crew’s dread might have been based solely on the dark stories 

about the vicious Sith lord which they have heard from those who were lucky enough to survive 

the encounter with one of the most powerful beings in the galaxy. 

                                                 
18 The ship of Leia Organa that was chased by the Republic Star Destroyer at the beginning of The New Hope 
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Gothic Villains are always imposing figures with robust posture and are tall enough as to be 

able to look down on anyone who gets in their way to tacitly communicate the implied social 

hierarchy and give them a slight advantage over everyone else at first sight. Therefore, there 

should be no doubt that Vader qualifies in this aspect as well. Even before he put on his 

notorious suit for the first time, Anakin Skywalker had a body of a hardened and powerful 

warrior. At the end of Attack of the Clones, his right arm was already replaced by a prosthetic 

one, for he lost it during a duel with Count Dooku. This possibly indicated Anakin’s pull to the 

dark side, which started to replace his humanity. Furthermore, when Anakin lost the rest of his 

limbs in the battle with Obi-Wan on Mustafar, and after Palpatine had rebuilt his body by 

addition of other mechanical and electronic parts, Darth Vader, a truly terrifying brute, was 

created. 

In the chapter about the Gothic Villain there was also a mention of the Villain’s penetrating 

glance. This could very well be akin to a phenomenon called the Sith eyes, which is when a 

person that is full of hatred turns to the dark side, his eyes redden with blood and the colour of 

the iris changes to yellow. This appalling trait makes everyone flinch in fear should their eyes 

meet with the Sith lord’s and is a general implication of a full commitment to the Sith without 

a chance to return to the light side. The Sith eyes add to Vader’s overall monstrosity and as his 

black suit, which was compared to Cain’s mark in the previous chapter, they might signify his 

status of an eternal and irredeemable outcast. 

What also deserves more attention are Lutz's claims which propose that Gothic Villains 

terrorize people around them mostly due to their unfulfilled desires, and their inability to love 

and dedicate energy to evolve, and sustain, a functioning relationship. This regularly leads to 

devastation, murders and havoc, which make the Gothic Villain unsympathetic and 

irredeemable. Anakin shares a similarly tragic fate. His life up to the point where he gives in to 

the dark side has revolved around his forbidden romance with Padme and now when this is all 
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gone, he obviously still pursues every chance to restore it. And as it was in the works featuring 

classic Gothic Villains, Darth Vader’s relentlessness and unleashed violence is also immoderate 

given the fact that countless people had to die by Vader's hand in order to satiate his inner anger 

over the poignant loss and to please Darth Sidious who promised to help bring Padme back. 

As for the gothic elements, there is a plethora of them. The blood freezing sound of Vader’s 

breath and the gravelly voice itself, the violent nature and killing, the omnipresent force acting 

as the supernatural feature and Vader’s fortress on Mustafar, which resembles the ancient 

castles in gothic novels, are just a few examples that add supplementary lustre to Anakin’s vile 

nature.  

On the other hand, there is a couple of details that might put Darth Vader’s status of the Gothic 

Villain in question. The old villainous archetype is the central antagonist of the story and never 

answers to anyone else, whereas upon many occasions, Vader is shown to be merely playing 

second fiddle to much more powerful Darth Sidious, who would be able to defeat Vader 

whenever he wanted. Sidious is the figure which came up with the masterful plan how to reign 

over the whole galaxy, not Vader, who is subservient and makes sure to follow and enforce his 

master’s will. Another questionable subject is Vader’s power. Although in his glory days, as 

we have seen in the third film and multitudinous comics issues, Darth Vader was considered to 

be one of the greatest warriors and lightsaber duellists in the galaxy, in the original trilogy, 

which continues some twenty years after The Revenge of the Sith, his strength seems to have 

diminished. Sure, the hall scene on board of Tantive IV is impressive, few imperial officers 

who do not want to comply with his orders die of Vader’s famous “force choke” and he 

occasionally threatens someone just to remind them of who they speak with, but apart from 

that, Vader seems to rely mainly on his legacy. His lightsaber skills displayed in the battle with 

his former master Obi-Wan Kenobi are simply preposterous, the power of the force is for some 
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reason limited to the previously mentioned “force choking” and the decisions he makes are 

invariably based on Sidious’s commands. 

Having said that, he is still regarded as a great villain. This claim is supported by the fact that 

Darth Vader is usually placed high, or sometimes even at the top of several leaderboards, e.g. 

on IGN, an entertainment media website with 254 million unique users per month 

(Schneider IGN), or in the list of “The 100 Greatest Heroes and Villains” created by the 

American Film Institute based on villain’s cultural impact and legacy. As there were no 

academic or credible sources on this topic, which would explain Vader’s success, the source 

that helped answer that question were internet forums. Obviously, any explanation there is 

subjective and mostly without verification, but it is important to keep in mind that it is the fan 

base that ultimately decides whether a character is or is not successful. On Reddit and Quora, 

two of the largest forum websites, the users’ most frequent answers to “Why is Darth Vader a 

great villain?” were his physique, menacing voice, determination, incredible power, black suit 

and the fact that there was a sense of mystery associated with his past. And although some 

people admitted that they were aware of the flaws listed in the previous paragraph, it was not a 

compelling enough reason to take the title of a great villain away from Vader. In addition, 

Lucasfilm has released several other Star Wars films that made up for the previously mentioned 

shortcomings and even the fan base tried to help restore Vader’s reputation. For example, the 

YouTube channel FXitinPost in 2019 remade Vader’s fight with Obi Wan using contemporary 

computer effects and rectified both characters’ flaws from the past (Silvera). And as the 

comment section under the almost thirty-five million times viewed video suggests, the energy, 

atmosphere and tension finally matched the expectations of the audience. 

But calling Darth Vader a Gothic Villain is a bit more difficult. For one thing, a true Gothic 

Villain is usually relentless and does not seems to question his actions, whereas Vader has 

always seemed to hang in the balance between the dark side and the light side. His inner conflict 
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is confirmed by Luke Skywalker, who believes that there is still good in him and later even 

Vader himself admits in his final conversation with Luke that he has never completely left his 

previous self. Secondly, Gothic Villain retains his villainous status till the end and Darth Vader 

eventually regained his Jedi status after he had saved his son from Darth Sidious. The return to 

the side of light is symbolized by Anakin’s appearance as a force ghost19 alongside his former 

masters from the Jedi temple. At this point, he was no longer Darth Vader, but Anakin 

Skywalker, a Jedi knight and a loving father. And a Villain he may have been, however, the 

prequels showed us that Anakin was once a passionate young man full of hope whose mind was 

cunningly swayed by a dark lord, who intended to use Anakin as his apprentice. Moreover, as 

George Lucas said in an interview for magazine Rolling Stone in 2005, even in his eyes, Vader 

is merely “…a pathetic guy who’s had a very sad life.” 

3.5 Lucas’ Byronic Hero 

The previous chapters tried to make clear that Anakin’s progress from a little boy to Darth 

Vader resembles, to an extent, the development of the Byronic hero. The archetypes that 

influenced Byron’s heroic concept also seem to be present in the individual life stages of Anakin 

Skywalker and their appearance corresponds with the ordering of the Star Wars saga. The Child 

of Nature is portrayed in The Phantom Menace, the Man of Feeling appeared in The Attack of 

the Clones, Cain’s story is visible in The Revenge of the Sith and the Gothic Villain dominated 

the whole original saga.  

Still, before any conclusions are drawn, the two paramount traits that Thorslev ascribed to the 

Byronic hero should be explored in regard to Anakin Skywalker. First, it is the status of a rebel. 

If the years of his servitude under Darth Sidious are disregarded, the defiant nature can be 

spotted in all three stages of his life. Although defiance in Anakin’s childhood might not exactly 

                                                 
19 Force ghost is a form that a Jedi knight takes after death so that he can still connect with the real world 
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be the rebellion that Thorslev had in mind, as it is characteristic of all children, there are already 

two reasons behind his disobedience which should be mentioned, for they form a pattern which 

Anakin’s decisions will follow throughout the saga and will usually trigger his rebellious 

behaviour.  

The first reason is his pride, or as Thorslev refers to it in his monograph in connection with 

heroes, hubris. And Anakin is apparently sure of himself and his skills. He professes to be “the 

only human who can do [podracing]”, to be someone who “can fix anything” and he is not even 

afraid to taunt dangerous criminals around the town (The Phantom Menace). These examples 

might be seen as mere juvenile exaggerations, but the same demeanour stays with Anakin in 

his adolescence, where he goes as far as to say that he thought that he had already equalled 

Yoda’s20 swordsmanship (Attack of the Clones), and continues to his adulthood. The second 

reason which is usually behind Anakin’s rebellious actions is his willingness to do anything for 

the people close to him. A great example of this is depicted in the pod racing scene, as despite 

his mother’s objections, Anakin entered the race in order to help his newly met friends. 

Similarly, during the battle of Naboo at the end of the first episode, Anakin chose not to comply 

with Qui-Gon Jin’s order to stay hidden and took off in a jet with a goal to shoot down separatist 

droids who overwhelmed Padme and several of her soldiers. As insignificant these events might 

seem at this point in the saga, they all culminated in Anakin’s ultimate rebellion against the 

Jedi, since the loss of various friends and relatives, and mostly the prospect of losing Padme 

led him to the dark side.  

The other quality usually associated with the Byronic hero was his sensibility. And as chapter 

2.2 has already explained, Anakin’s commitment to his mother, the relationship with Padme 

and their blissful moments of serenity in nature on Naboo in episode II, or his childhood dreams 

                                                 
20 Yoda was a grandmaster of the Jedi order, who has been honing his skills for hundreds of years  
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clearly illustrate the sensible side of Anakin Skywalker.21 To underline the claims about 

Anakin’s rebellious and sensible nature, a great overall description of him was provided by 

Ahsoka Tano, Skywalker’s apprentice, during the third season of the animated series The Clone 

Wars; “He is like no other Jedi! Passionate, impulsive... but I trust him with my life!”. 

The chapter about the Byronic hero also mentioned that Byron’s heroes represented the 

thinking, attitudes and nature of its author, and that they were to some degree a sort of reflection 

of his life. As Thorslev postulates, Childe Harold “is in reality none other than Lord Byron 

himself” (128), but Anakin should definitely not be seen as a portrayal of George Lucas’ private 

life and misfortunes. Even though the creation of the Star Wars saga was accompanied by 

predicaments and Lucas even admitted, in a YouTube interview for AFI, that he was 

“completely broke” after finishing his film American Graffiti and while making the first drafts 

for Star Wars, these hardships and other life events do not seem to have influenced neither the 

saga nor Anakin Skywalker. 

As far as the influences are concerned, Thorslev believes that the previously mentioned 

archetypes, e.g. the Child of Nature or the Man of Feeling, undoubtedly had a profound effect 

on Romantic literature and, even if not directly, on Byron’s works (24). And although Byron 

had never confirmed that all the archetypes had contributed to his creation of the Byronic hero, 

Thorslev emphasizes that he must have been acquainted with them anyway and that the 

inspiration is discernible (24). The same cannot be said about Lucas’ Anakin Skywalker 

however. No source suggests George Lucas’ association with Byron or Romanticism and the 

relation between Anakin and the Romantic archetypes is, presumably, only coincidental. While 

George Lucas draws several parallels between his characters and multiple historical figures, for 

instance the Viet Cong forces and Ewoks, or Richard Nixon and Palpatine (Brode and Deyneka 

                                                 
21 More evidence on this topic can be found in chapter 2.2. 
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Sex, Politics, and Religion in Star Wars), there appears to be no reported historical or literary 

inspiration for Anakin Skywalker and therefore, one can surmise that he was simply a product 

of Lucas’ imagination.  
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4 Conclusion 

In the introduction, a task was set to determine whether and to which extent the character of 

Anakin Skywalker from the Star Wars saga could be seen as the embodiment of the concept of 

the Byronic hero. The main source which provided the foundation for my research was Peter L. 

Thorslev’s comprehensive study Byronic Hero: Types and Prototypes. His monograph not only 

provided necessary description of the Byronic hero and other pertinent archetypes, but it also 

introduced Thorslev’s theory that heroes who resembled the archetypal Byronic hero ceased to 

exist at the end of the nineteenth century. And as this thesis supposed that there is a parallel 

between the character of Anakin Skywalker and Byron’s archetype, it intended to prove that 

this Thorslev’s premise is no longer valid and that Atara Stein’s claims that the archetype of 

the Byronic hero can still be seen in heroes of modern literature and culture are indeed accurate. 

The thesis also tried to confirm or refute Throslev’s other implication which corresponded with 

the implication of Stein’s work: that the modern age to some extent failed to produce its own 

distinct heroic archetype. 

In order to form a basis for my comparison of the Byronic hero and Anakin Skywalker, the 

thesis characterized, in the theoretical part, the archetype of the Byronic hero and also four other 

archetypes, namely the Child of Nature, the Man of Feeling, Cain and the Gothic Villain, whose 

characteristics the Byronic hero adopted. I dedicated a chapter to each archetype to accurately 

analyse their distinct attributes which I then tried to identify in the character of Anakin 

Skywalker. 

Subsequently, the practical part focused on the comparison itself. The archetype of the Child of 

Nature was compared to Anakin’s childhood and although the setting of the planet Tatooine 

apparently differs from the natural environment into which the Child of Nature is usually 

placed, the personal traits and life experiences of the archetype and those of Anakin Skywalker 
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seem to be mostly analogous. As Anakin reached the age of 19, he presumably transitioned into 

the archetype of the Man of Feeling. The study of the relation between Anakin and the Man of 

Feeling proved to be rather problematic, as there were many discrepancies in their appearance 

and also behaviour. However, I was still able to connect them through mutual denominators: 

their exaggerated sensibility and separation from common men. In the episode Revenge of the 

Sith, I found several parallels between the character of Anakin Skywalker and the archetype of 

Cain. It was almost surprising to discover how similar the themes of a romanticized biblical tale 

and a pop-culture film can be. The looks, the visions featured in Der Tod Abels, the quest for 

knowledge which motivated Cain to join the devil in Byron’s Cain, A Mystery, the infamous 

murder and even the Cain’s mark are, among some other themes, also discernible in the story 

of Anakin in the third episode of the prequel trilogy. And lastly, the character of Anakin 

Skywalker after he became Darth Vader, the main antagonist of the original trilogy, was 

examined in relation to the archetype of the Gothic Villain. Even though this analysis also 

confirmed that Darth Vader adopted multiple characteristics from the Gothic Villain archetype, 

Vader’s subservience to Palpatine and distinctly reduced power in the original trilogy 

complicate his status of a true representative of the Gothic Villain. 

These findings suggest that certain stages of Anakin Skywalker’s life indeed exemplify the 

individual archetypes which influenced the creation of the Byronic hero. However, this presents 

a complication. The archetypal Byronic hero possessed the attributes of all the presented 

archetypes concurrently, whereas in the case of Anakin Skywalker, each stage of his life 

epitomizes the characteristics of only one of the archetypes. This means that whenever Anakin 

progresses into another life stage, the aspects of the preceding archetype are mostly lost. 

Perhaps the closest Anakin got to being a true Byronic hero was when he joined the dark side 

in episode III. At this point, Anakin kills Mace Windu and betrays the Jedi order, which, as it 

was discussed in the chapter about Cain, correlates with the murder of Abel. Simultaneously, 
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he is still in love with Padme and his acts and betrayal are based on his feelings for her, therefore 

it can be said that there are signs of the Man of Feeling archetype in his behaviour. And lastly, 

his despair, violent nature and transformation into Darth Vader show signs of the archetypal 

Gothic Villain.  

Nevertheless, the boundaries between the representations of the archetypes, are not set too 

rigidly, and each Anakin’s life stage exhibits some qualities of its preceding and succeeding 

archetypical concept. Throughout the entire prequel saga, and in some instances even in the 

original Star Wars, Anakin Skywalker also manifests the two inherent characteristics which 

Thorslev attributed to the Byronic hero: rebellion and sensibility. All these arguments then 

suggest that the character of Anakin Skywalker can possibly be seen as a continuation of the 

Byronic archetype, although in some aspects deviating from the prototype, and that Peter L. 

Thorslev’s hypothesis from 1962, which claimed that the literary tradition of the Byronic hero 

died with the Victorian age, seems to be outdated. On the other hand, Stein’s hypothesis seems 

to have been confirmed, for Anakin Skywalker should indeed be another example of this, as 

Stein claims, “pervasive” phenomenon of modern age. 

I also posed a question whether the character of Anakin Skywalker could represent a completely 

new archetype. Unfortunately, as he mostly matched the archetypes that already exist, the thesis 

did not discover enough distinct features of Anakin Skywalker that could potentially make him 

a separate archetype which could be imitated by future authors. This suggests that Thorslev’s 

and Stein’s implications about the lack of new heroic archetypes in the twentieth and the 

twenty-first century were true and that we still have to wait for another titanic archetype to 

emerge. However, there has already been at least one attempt to make use of Anakin 

Skywalker’s character. In 2012, Disney took over Lucasfilm and decided to film the sequel 

saga. Supposedly, the studio wanted to mimic the success of previous trilogies and therefore 

recycled a portion of their themes. That Anakin Skywalker’s character must have inspired the 
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fame of Lucas’ saga was proved by the introduction of the character of Ben Solo, better known 

by his dark-side pseudonym Kylo Ren. Kylo received a similar costume, demeanour, the well-

known good-guy-turned-bad backstory and with the role of Darth Vader’s grandson, he was 

given an almost impossible task of upholding Anakin Skywalker’s legacy22. Based on this fact, 

Anakin might actually serve as a prototypical hero after all, even if only within the Star Wars 

saga. 

  

                                                 
22 Episode VIII even explicitly says that with the potential of his bloodline, he shall be the new Vader 

(The Last Jedi) 
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